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FADE IN:

ACT ONE

EXT. SKY OVER RURAL WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA - NIGHT

A radio broadcast begins offscreen.

KDKA RADIO ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
Good evening, everyone.  This is
KDKA, of the Westinghouse electric
and manufacturing company, in East
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.  It's ten
o'clock, and now, the news.

A distant rumbling sound approaches.

KDKA RADIO ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
Boxing.  Last night in New York City,
World Heavyweight Champion Joe Louis
defeated the German challenger, Max
Schmeling, by technical knockout,
just two minutes and four seconds
into the first round.

The rumbling gets closer - and louder.  

A pinpoint glow appears in the sky - growing larger fast.

KDKA RADIO ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
Yankee Stadium was sold out for the
long-awaited rematch.  And, in world
news, German Chancellor Hitler
continues to assure Czechoslovakia
that he has no demands whatsoever on
the territory of that country.

The glow takes shape as a meteor - hurtling into view.

Suddenly, the meteor EXPLODES - turning night into day over
the hilly, forested countryside.
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TITLE CARD:  "PIECEWORK HEROES"

Images of a 1938 newsstand.  Golden Age superhero comic book
covers flit past, interspersed with newspaper front pages
with war-related headlines.

END TITLE SEQUENCE

INT. KITCHEN, ROSENS' TENEMENT APARTMENT - DAY

A coffee can stands atop the icebox.  HARRY ROSEN - twenty-
one, lean, dark-haired, a scuffed leather portfolio case
slung from one arm - reaches up and into it.

He rummages hurriedly.

HARRY
Shit.

INT. HARRY'S BEDROOM, ROSENS' TENEMENT APARTMENT - DAY

Harry RUSHES IN - grabs a ceramic piggy bank off his bureau.

He SMASHES the piggy bank.  

Coins spill onto the top of the bureau, along with a couple
wadded-up dollar bills.  Harry grabs a fistful of cash and
RUSHES OUT.    

EXT. SIDEWALK, 45 WEST 45TH STREET, MIDTOWN MANHATTAN - DAY

The sidewalk is packed with people hurrying to work.

A cigarette between his lips, Harry slips deftly between the
shoulders and elbows of other commuters, ignoring a couple
shabby homeless men sleeping against a newsstand kiosk.

Harry stops in mid-dodge as something catches his eye - the
array of comic books and pulp magazines on the newsstand's
racks.

NEWSSTAND GUY
You like her, sonny?

The NEWSSTAND GUY - stubble-jawed, chomping a cigar - taps a
thick finger on the corner of Weird Tales, a pulp magazine
featuring a scantily-clad girl on its cover.

NEWSSTAND GUY
Two bits and she's all yours.
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HARRY 
Nah.  

NEWSSTAND GUY
'Nah?'

HARRY 
Draw my own for free.

Harry grins and hurries off through the crowd.

NEWSSTAND GUY
Well, bully for you!

Beneath the comics, newspapers' headlines read, Pittsburgh
Dodges Killer Meteorite.  

INT. NEW FUNNIES RECEPTION AREA - DAY

SFX:  A telephone RINGS.

Seated behind a desk, receptionist IDA BRISCOE - pretty,
freckled, dirty-blonde, early twenties - picks it up.

IDA
Good morning, New Funnies.  How may
I help you?

Suddenly the door to the outside corridor swings open - and
Harry RUSHES IN.

HARRY
Morning, Ida.

Ida covers the receiver's mouthpiece with her hand.

IDA
(loud-whispering)

Harry!  You're late!  

HARRY
I know, I know.

Harry takes off his hat.

HARRY
Black Bart start without me?

IDA
You'll have to find out for yourself.  

(into the phone)
Yes sir, just one moment, please.
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HARRY
Lucky me.

Harry EXITS through another door - to the New Funnies bullpen.

INT. NEW FUNNIES BULLPEN - DAY

Smoke hangs in the air despite open windows and ceiling fans. 
Traffic is audible from the street below.  A radio plays.

Desks, drawing boards, and easels stand - mostly unoccupied -
in haphazard rows.

Painting at an easel is JOHANN RAUSCH - thin, bespectacled,
blond, about thirty.

Standing over Rausch is BART HOCKADAY - lean, also about
thirty, with dark, slicked-back hair and a pencil-thin
mustache.

Nearby sits JACOB KURTZBERG - like Harry, lean, dark-haired,
and twenty-one.  A portfolio rests on Kurtzberg's knee.

The men are all smoking - perspiring lightly in the stuffy
summer heat as Harry ENTERS.

Hockaday looks up from Rausch's easel.

HOCKADAY
Ah.  Rosen.  

Hockaday moseys toward Harry, making an elaborate show of
hauling out a pocket watch and checking it.

Rausch keeps painting.

HOCKADAY
Almost on time.  

HARRY
Sorry, Bart.  I, uh, misplaced my
train fare.

HOCKADAY
It's 'Mr.  Hockaday' to you.  Got
them pages you owe me?
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Harry hefts his portfolio case.

HARRY
Right here.

Hockaday puts his watch away.

HOCKADAY
Well, don't keep your editor waiting,
son.  Let's see 'em.  Chop chop.

Harry lays his case on a nearby desk and eases out several
Bristol boards - sheets of thin white cardboard - on which
he's drawn a series of pictures in comic strip format.

As Hockaday examines Harry's work, Harry notices Kurtzberg
watching the whole exchange.  

He and Harry exchange silent half-smiles as Hockaday takes a
deep drag on his cigarette.

HOCKADAY
"I Was a Sideshow Slave."

HARRY
Another hard-boiled Nick Chapel
mystery suspense classic.  Just like
you wanted.

Hockaday shuffles from one board to another - pausing to
peer closely at one panel, featuring a drawing of a freak
show blockhead.

HOCKADAY
Think I seen this feller at Coney
Island.

HARRY
He works the Wonderland Circus
Sideshow.  Dreamland too on
alternating Saturdays.  'The
Anatomical Wonder,' they call him. 
Otherwise goes by Mel.

HOCKADAY
'Anatomical Wonder's' better.

HARRY
Seems to be the consensus.

HOCKADAY
Needs more blood.  
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HARRY
More blood.  Got it.

HOCKADAY
Wanna see it squirting out when he
hammers the nail up his nose.

Hockaday gestures at the board with his cigarette.

HOCKADAY
Wanna see more here.  Some here. 
Maybe here too.

HARRY
Okay.

HOCKADAY
Otherwise, not bad, Rosen.  Rausch!

Rausch speaks with a light German accent - and remains focused
on his easel.

RAUSCH
Yes?

HOCKADAY
When you're finished, come take a
gander at how Rosen here draws his
dames.

Hockaday holds up one of Harry's boards.

HOCKADAY
This little number, for instance. 
Nice healthy chassis.  That's what I
wanna see poking out at me.

RAUSCH
Very well.

HOCKADAY
Not like that one from last month -
on Murder by Moonlight.  All deflated,
like a Goddamn T.B. case.  Tad bit
more pressure in them whitewalls
next time, son.

RAUSCH
I said - very well.
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HOCKADAY
Easy, son.  Take it easy.  Damn if
you huns ain't the most stone-serious
bunch I ever did meet.

The door to one of the offices lining the bullpen opens.

MAJOR MALCOLM LLOYD limps grandly out of his office and into
the bullpen.

In his fifties, well-dressed, florid and handsome with thick
white hair, Lloyd leans on an intricately ornamented cane.

LLOYD
Ingather, ingather, all ye exiles,
ye happy hired Hebrew hands.

Harry and Kurtzberg exchange looks again - then move to desks
closer to where Lloyd stands.

Rausch remains seated at his easel, still painting.

HOCKADAY
That means you too, Rausch.

RAUSCH
I am not a Hebrew.

HOCKADAY
Well, I certainly beg your Goddamn
pardon.  Let me put it differently,
then.  The boss-man has requested
that you get up and drag your Kaiser-
loving ass from that stool to that
desk.  So how about being a good
little Katzenjammer Kid and doing
that little thing?

Rausch scowls, gets up and marches over to join Harry and
Kurtzberg, already seated, audience-like, before Lloyd.

HOCKADAY
Sorry about that, Major.

Rausch sits down as Lloyd clears his throat.

LLOYD
Gentlemen.  Now that I have your
attention - 

Lloyd pulls a COMIC BOOK from under his arm - and holds it
aloft for all to see.
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It is ACTION COMICS #1.

Its cover features the first-ever appearance of a figure
recognizable as SUPERMAN, hoisting a carload of gangsters
over his head.

LLOYD
Behold - the Superman.

END OF ACT ONE

ACT TWO

INT. NEW FUNNIES BULLPEN - CONTINUOUS

Lloyd shows Action Comics #1, with its Superman cover, around
to all New Funnies' gathered freelancers.

LLOYD
This being should not be confused, I
might add, with any piece or part of
the claptrap spouted by Chancellor
Hitler, or even with the original
Nietzschean ramblings the good Herr
Corporal has had the questionable
taste to appropriate.  No, this
particular Superman is a singularly
domestic demigod, progeny of the
only somewhat-humble National Allied
Publications.  In a word, gentlemen -
our competitors.  

(to Harry)
Beg pardon, my boy.  

HARRY
Yes, Major?

LLOYD
Your name escapes me.

HARRY
Harry Rosen, sir.

Lloyd tosses the comic to Harry.

LLOYD
Have a look, Harry.  Then pass it to
the others.

Harry pages through the comic.

Kurtzberg peers over his shoulder, while Rausch waits his
turn - showing off his indifference.
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HOCKADAY
Note the cape, Rosen.  Not to mention
them sissy tight pants.

LLOYD
Notwithstanding Mr. Hockaday's
sartorial criticisms, I urge you all
to handle with care, if you please. 
You hold in your hands a genuine
rarity.  This issue of National's
Action Comics, the first of which I
have supreme confidence will be many
featuring this Superman, was a
complete sellout.  Of a total print
run of 200,000 copies, nary a one
remains available for purchase.

HOCKADAY
That's nationwide, boys.

HARRY
Which means what?

Kurtzberg takes the comic from Harry.

HARRY
If you don't mind my asking.

HOCKADAY
It means, Rosen - 

Lloyd holds up a hand.  Hockaday falls silent.

LLOYD
My boy - Harry - if National sold
its entire print run of this issue,
then it stands to reason that they
could very likely have sold additional
copies - had they been printed in
the first instance.

Kurtzberg pages quietly through the comic.

HOCKADAY
Meaning National done screwed up. 
Follow?

LLOYD
Your co-religionist at National -
Mr. Jack Liebowitz - usually judges
print runs better than he did with
this issue.  Evidently, market demand
for this...Superman...surprised him.
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HOCKADAY
Surprise demand, Rosen.  Ground floor.

HARRY
And we have a chance to get in.

Lloyd smiles.

LLOYD
Well put, my boy.

HOCKADAY
All of which means - in a nutshell -
we're gonna need us a super tight-
pants sissy man of our very own.

Kurtzberg finishes with the comic and offers it to Rausch.

Rausch folds his arms across his chest and shakes his head.

RAUSCH
I am sorry.

HOCKADAY
About what?

RAUSCH
I am already very busy painting
covers.

HOCKADAY
So don't take the assignment.  Starve. 
See if I give a shit.

HARRY
Bart?  I mean - sorry.  Mr. Hockaday?

HOCKADAY
What is it?

HARRY
You still want another Nick Chapel
for next month?

HOCKADAY
Rosen, I'm glad you asked that.  So
happens old Nick's sales done gone a
mite flat.  How about next month, we
send him on a hard-boiled, mystery
suspense vacation.  

(to all the freelancers)
In his place, I want eight pages of
super tight-pants adventures.
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LLOYD
Superhero adventures, Mr. Hockaday.

HOCKADAY
Of course.  My apologies, Major Lloyd. 
Silly of me.

LLOYD
Not at all, my boy.  Seems to be the
emerging lingo regarding characters
such as this.  

HOCKADAY
Duly noted, sir.  "Superhero"
adventures.  Eight pages.  

KURTZBERG
Is that just pencils?

HOCKADAY
No.  We need this fast - no time to
rustle up the inks all separate-like. 
By the way, I done forgot your name. 
Who the hell are you?

KURTZBERG
I'm Kurtzberg.

HOCKADAY
Funny.  I seem to remember last month,
you were calling yourself "Curtiss."

KURTZBERG
Kurtzberg is fine.

HOCKADAY
Don't sell yourself short.  It's
music to my Goddamn Gentile ears, is
what it is.  

(to all the freelancers)
Eight pages, pencils and inks.  Ten
bucks a page.

LLOYD
There is also the matter of a bonus,
Mr. Hockaday.

HOCKADAY
A small one, negotiable.  For whoever
gets in first with something I can
use.  

Harry and Kurtzberg exchange looks again - both realizing
that a competition has just begun.
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HARRY
Excuse me - Mr. Hockaday - is it
just us freelancers who have a crack
at this?

HOCKADAY
What do you mean, Rosen?

HARRY
I mean, what about the full-time
staffers?  Does McNally know about
this?  Evers?  

LLOYD
Mr. Hockaday, I'm certain you're
entirely capable of managing any
further discussion on this matter. 
Do keep me apprised of any
developments.

HOCKADAY
Yes, sir.

Lloyd pivots, limps back into his office, and closes the
door.

KURTZBERG
Ten bucks a page, you said?

HOCKADAY
Plus a bonus.

HARRY
I heard National paid twelve a page
for this 'Superman.'

HOCKADAY
You heard where?  Damn thing just
hit the streets a hot minute ago.

HARRY
National always pays twelve a page.

HOCKADAY
Do tell.

HARRY
You want to compete with them?  Maybe
you ought to match their rate.

KURTZBERG
You did say you need this fast.

HOCKADAY
So what?
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KURTZBERG
So, rush jobs cost more.

HOCKADAY
Is that right?

HARRY
Fact of life, Bart.

HOCKADAY
'Mr.  Hockaday,' Rosen.

Hockaday regards Harry and Kurtzberg silently as he smokes.

HOCKADAY
Y'know, I got some facts of life for
both y'all.  Y'all don't like the
rate?  That's fine.  Y'all ain't
slaves here.  Think you're worth
twelve a page, go try your luck at
National then.

HARRY
Maybe I will.

HOCKADAY
You do that, Rosen.  But don't stop
there.  Ankle on over to Dell and
see what they've got to offer.  Or,
if you really wanna slum it, give
Chesler's shop a whirl.  Get ten
bucks a page out of Chesler, y'all
can count yourselves Goddamn
fortunate.  Know who ain't fortunate,
Rosen?  McNally - gone.  Evers -
gone.  Full-time staff, had it made,
right?  Wrong.  Payroll tax.  Them
boys were just too Goddamn expensive. 
Tell y'all something else.  I got a
whole file full of work from a dozen
freelancing bums better than y'all
two, that I can use, for free - that's
right, for free - 'cause it's already
paid for.  

Hockaday exhales smoke.

HOCKADAY
The rate, boys, is the Goddamn rate. 
And that's all there is to it.  You
want more?  Be the first one in the
door with something that don't flat-
out stink.  

(MORE)
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HOCKADAY (CONT'D)
Now, if y'all will kindly excuse me,
I got more complicated matters to
attend to.  Spicy Photo Journal, for
one.  

KURTZBERG
I seen it.  Pretty sweaty.

HOCKADAY
Also pretty smudgy.  The snaps never
print right.  Middle of a shoot,
dames go all teary-eyed for no Goddamn
earthly reason.  Then again, the rag
actually makes a dime or two, here
and there.  Unlike y'all's sissy
little kiddie books.

HARRY
An editor's work is never done.

HOCKADAY
Damn straight.  Which is why I ain't
got time for any more bitching and
moaning.  

(beat)
Oh.  Hi, Ida.

Ida Briscoe stands across the bullpen from Hockaday and the
gathered freelancers - nobody noticed her enter.

Standing at Ida's elbow is ALDEN TALBOT - a tall, handsome,
well-dressed man in his thirties.

While Harry and Kurtzberg huddle together, poring over the
comic, Ida ushers Talbot past the empty desks and drawing
boards toward Lloyd's office.

Hockaday takes a drag on his cigarette - and, with a wolfish
grin, he maneuvers himself into Ida's path.

IDA  
Mr. Alden Talbot to see the major.

HOCKADAY
Why, thank you, Ida.  I can take it
from here.  Don't wanna leave that
ol' telephone unattended to up front,
now.

Hockaday sticks out his hand as Ida turns and leaves.

HOCKADAY
Bart Hockaday, editor-in-chief.
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Talbot shakes Hockaday's hand and smiles.

TALBOT
Pleasure, Mr. Hockaday.  Alden Talbot. 
From Donovan, Leisure, Newton and
Irvine.

HOCKADAY
The major's attorneys?  Well, well. 
Pleasure's all mine, Mr. Talbot. 
Sure hope there's no troublesome ol'
legal problems afoot.

TALBOT
Well, I'm certain that if there were
any that were of your concern, Mr.
Hockaday, Major Lloyd would be the
first to let you know.

Talbot steps deftly around Hockaday and knocks at Lloyd's
office door.

The door opens.

LLOYD (O.S.)
Why, hello, Talbot!

TALBOT
Good morning, sir.  Colonel Donovan
sends his regrets.

LLOYD (O.S.)
Nonsense, my boy.  Come in and join
me in a drink.  

Talbot enters Lloyd's office and the door closes.

Hockaday exhales a cloud of smoke - and glares down at Harry
and Kurtzberg as they page through the comic.

HOCKADAY
Gimme that.

He grabs the comic away from Harry and Kurtzberg.

HOCKADAY
Company property, boys.  Company
property.
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INT. ELEVATOR, 45 WEST 45TH STREET - CONTINUOUS

Harry and Kurtzberg share the ride down from New Funnies'
floor.  With them is an ELEVATOR OPERATOR, uniformed and
black and silent.

All stare straight ahead.

KURTZBERG
She pay you?

Harry looks at Kurtzberg and frowns.

KURTZBERG
You know.  The girl.  

HARRY
Ida?

KURTZBERG
I guess.  She pay you?  For that
detective strip of yours?   

HARRY
Yeah.  You?

KURTZBERG
Yeah.  

HARRY
For what?

KURTZBERG
Little somethin' called "Jet Jones."

HARRY
Never heard of it.

KURTZBERG
Flash Gordon ripoff.

HARRY
Sounds like it.  

(beat)
Of course, Flash Gordon was a ripoff
of Buck Rogers.

KURTZBERG
That's right.

(beat)
She's cute.  That Ida.

Harry stares straight ahead.
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HARRY
Guess so.

KURTZBERG
So how much?

HARRY
How much what?

KURTZBERG
How much did she pay you?

HARRY
How much did she pay you?

KURTZBERG
I asked you first.

HARRY
None of your fucking business.

Kurtzberg laughs.

KURTZBERG
Guess it's you and me again.

HARRY
How's that?

KURTZBERG
You know.  This superhero thing. 
One job.  Two freelancers.  You and
me.  Like that time before.

HARRY
I guess so.

KURTZBERG
Well - may the best man win.

HARRY
Hate to do that to you.

Kurtzberg smiles slightly.

KURTZBERG
Go fuck yourself.

The elevator operator suppresses a grin.

KURTZBERG
Wouldn't happen to need a reference,
wouldja?

Kurtzberg pulls Action Comics #1 out of his portfolio.
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HARRY
What the hell, Kurtzberg?

KURTZBERG
What?

HARRY
I seem to remember the words "company
property" coming out of Hockaday's
mouth.

KURTZBERG
Them and a lotta others.  Do ya want
it or not? 

HARRY
Nah.  You keep it.

KURTZBERG
Suit yourself.

HARRY
I mean, thanks anyway.

KURTZBERG
Don't mention it.

Kurtzberg puts the comic away.

He and Harry stare straight ahead.

HARRY
How'd you lift it?

KURTZBERG
Twenty-one years on Suffolk Street
is how.

HARRY
You can say that again.

SFX:  A bell rings as the elevator reaches the ground floor.
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INT. STAIRWAY INSIDE DELANCEY STREET TENEMENT - DAY

The tenement interior is dingy, gloomy as Harry - still
clutching his portfolio - trudges up a rickety flight of
stairs.

SFX:  Through thin walls come the muffled sounds of radios
playing and dozens of neighbors' voices.

Harry looks up - toward the louder sounds of his younger
brother, BENNY, and their mother, MIRIAM, arguing, one floor
above.

BENNY (O.S.)
Ma!  You're actin' crazy!  What does
it matter where I got it?

MIRIAM (O.S.)
(with a heavy Yiddish
accent)

Take it away, I said!

Harry jogs faster up the stairs.

INT. HALLWAY OUTSIDE THE ROSENS' APARTMENT - CONTINUOUS

Benny - twenty years old, resembling Harry, but shorter,
more handsome, tougher-looking, flashily dressed - stands in
the hallway.

Miriam is in her forties, attractive, brunette, zaftig. 
While not as showy as Benny's, her clothes are also rather
fashionable - a surprising contrast with the spartan tenement.

She stands in the doorway of the apartment - somewhat
comically blocking Benny's attempts to enter.

She and Benny both turn toward Harry as he ENTERS from the
stairwell.

BENNY  
Harry!  Finally.  Somebody who can
make her see sense.

MIRIAM  
Sense?  He talks to me about sense? 
My son, the thief?  Look!  

She waves a few crumpled bills at Harry.

MIRIAM
Look at what he brings me.
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BENNY
It's a hundred f- it's a hundred
bucks, Ma!  And I didn't steal it! 
I earned it!

MIRIAM
'Earn?'  What do you know from 'earn?' 
The last time you had a job, I can't
remember!

Harry eases between Benny and his mother.

HARRY
Can we all please relax for just a
minute?  

BENNY
Sure, Harry.  

Benny shakes his neck and shoulders loose.

BENNY
Way ahead of you.

MIRIAM
Oh!  This one.

HARRY
Maybe inside, so the whole building
doesn't hear our business?

MIRIAM
What for, 'inside?'  They know. 
Your baby brother, his business,
they know already.  The whole
neighborhood knows!  His lying.  

BENNY
Ma - 

HARRY
Ma, please - 

MIRIAM
His stealing!  You want he should
relax?  Let him relax outside.  On
the streets.  Like the khazer he is!  

Miriam throws the crumpled bills at Benny.  

They bounce off his chest and land on the hallway floor.
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BENNY
Ma - come on...please...

MIRIAM  
Danken Gott.  Danken Gott your father
didn't live to see this.

Benny blinks and sniffs - as if he's about to cry.

BENNY  
You know what, Ma?  If Tateh was
still alive?  He'd have taken the
money.

Miriam retreats inside the apartment and SLAMS the door shut.

HARRY  
Hi, Benny.

BENNY
Hi.

Benny crouches down, retrieves the crumpled bills - then
stands back up.

HARRY  
Nice to see everybody getting along. 
As usual.

BENNY
She's crazy.  As usual.  Say, Harry.

HARRY
Yeah?

BENNY
C'mon with me a sec.

HARRY
Where to?
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EXT. BACK ALLEY FIRE ESCAPE - DAY

Harry and Benny clamber up the fire escape.

The sounds of neighborhood kids yelling and playing rise
with the heat, wafting up through dozens of clotheslines,
strung between buildings, all festooned with laundry.

Harry follows Benny to an awkward, cramped perch - and they
peer down into the courtyard.  

HARRY
Why are we here?

BENNY
Look over there.  

HARRY
Where?

BENNY
There.  

Benny points across the courtyard and shakes out a cigarette.

HARRY
That's the Bernsteins' building.

BENNY   
Bright boy.  

Benny lights up.

BENNY
Right-hand window.  

Benny takes a drag on his cigarette.

BENNY
Fourth floor.  

HARRY
All I see is bloomers.

BENNY
So wait for a breeze.

Benny exhales.

Harry props his portfolio up against the fire escape's black
iron bars.

HARRY
Say, Benny.
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BENNY
Yeah?

HARRY
Where did that hundred bucks come
from?

BENNY
I didn't steal it, I'm tellin' you.  

HARRY
I didn't say you did.  I asked where
it came from.

BENNY
Mr. Levine.  That's where.

HARRY
You mean "Red" Levine.

BENNY
He prefers "Sam."

HARRY
I bet he does.

BENNY
He doesn't like havin' red hair,
Harry.  He's sensitive.  

HARRY
He's a gangster.  

BENNY
And a hundred bucks is a hundred
bucks.  Besides, he takes the Sabbath
very seriously.

HARRY
Very seriously, he kills people,
Benny.  What did you do?

BENNY
What do you mean, what did I do?

HARRY
To earn the hundred, Benny.  What
did you do for Red Levine's hundred
bucks?

BENNY
Nuts.  I didn't hurt nobody, if that's
what you're askin'.  And it wasn't
just me, neither.
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HARRY
Ah.  So there were witnesses.

BENNY
Jesus Christ, all we did was bust up
this dress factory.  Not a lot,
either.  

HARRY
Just enough to send a message?

Benny takes a quick drag and exhales.

BENNY
You know what, Harry?  Go give her
the third degree.  

HARRY
About what?

BENNY
Don't play stupid.  Every other month,
a raise from that goy boss of hers. 
And where's it go?

Benny reaches out and pinches the fabric of Harry's suit
jacket.

HARRY
So?

Harry shrugs his jacket out of Benny's grip.

HARRY
So Ma dresses nice.  It's a travel
agency, Benny.  You want to do
business, you gotta look like you're
successful already.  Like I need to
tell you that.

BENNY
Bullshit, Harry.  Trust me - it's
not the customers she's dressing to
impress.  Uh-oh.  Look.

Benny points down toward the Bernsteins' building.

Harry peers down and - through an open window - catches sight
of LEAH BERNSTEIN, her back to the window as she gets dressed.
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Leah is twenty-one - slender, pale, brunette, beautiful.

BENNY
Come on, come on.  Turn around, for
fuck's sake.

Her back still turned to the window, she shrugs into a
brassiere, hooking it closed in back.

BENNY
Ah, shit.  Fuckin' timing.  Well,
let's go.

HARRY
Where to now?

BENNY
To see her, of course.

END OF ACT TWO
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ACT THREE

INT. HALLWAY OUTSIDE THE BERNSTEINS' APARTMENT - DAY

The apartment door opens.  Leah stands in the doorway - a
dubious half-smile on her face as she regards Harry and Benny.

LEAH 
Well, well.  If it isn't Frick and
Frack.

BENNY  
Hi, Leah.

LEAH  
Hi, Harry.  Hi, Benny.  What can I
do for you, boys?  

BENNY
It's more like what we can do for
you.  

LEAH
Is that right?

BENNY
Yeah, that's right.  So you could
pretend like you got some manners
and maybe invite us in.

LEAH
It's just I'm in kind of a hurry,
Benny.  There's a photography class
at Cooper Union in an hour.  

BENNY
Photography.  Impressive.

LEAH
Yeah, well, Guffman's barely let me
take off work for it and I don't
want to be late.  So what is it,
already?
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INT. KITCHEN, BERNSTEINS' TENEMENT APARTMENT - CONTINUOUS

The apartment is small and cramped, the kitchen even more
so.  Wedged tightly in a corner is a small table.  Leah sits
at it, her legs crossed at the knee, one foot bobbing.

Benny's money sits on the table.  Leah fumbles in her purse
for a cigarette.

Finally, she shakes one out and puts it to her lips.

LEAH
What's this for?

Harry leans over and lights her cigarette for her.  Benny
watches, frowning slightly.

BENNY
Anything you want is what it's for. 
Money's handy like that.

Leah starts as a man's Yiddish-accented voice booms suddenly
from another room.

ABE (O.S.)
Who's in the house?

Leah's father, ABE BERNSTEIN, steps heavily into the adjoining
living room - dully regarding Harry and Benny through the
doorway connecting it with the kitchen.

About 45, Abe is big and powerfully built - but appears weary,
beaten.  His thinning combover stands up crazily.  His jawline
is stubbled, dark.

He wears a sleeveless undershirt.  One of its straps hangs
low and slack - as Abe Bernstein's right arm has been
AMPUTATED at the shoulder.

HARRY  
Mr. Bernstein.

Benny just nods silently.

Next to the doorway, an interior window links the kitchen
with the living room.  

Abe scowls through it at Leah - blinking behind his spectacles -
then exits, returning to his bedroom.

BENNY
Was it something I said?

SFX:  Abe's bedroom door SLAMS.
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Leah exhales smoke.

LEAH
He's embarrassed around you and Harry. 
That's all.

BENNY
Why?

LEAH
Are you serious?

BENNY
What's he got to be embarrassed about?

LEAH
He's alive, and your father's not.

HARRY
Jesus.  That was just dumb luck. 
He's gotta know that.

LEAH
Sure.

HARRY
Those presses were old.  Dangerous
to anybody in the same room with
'em.

LEAH
I must've heard those same exact
words a hundred times.  That's why
Mike wanted a walkout - remember?

Benny glances into the living room.

Sitting its far corner is a haphazard stack of old signs and
flyers - reading, variously, International Typographical
Union and Local #6.

One sign reads, BIG MIKE QUINLAN - FOR C.I.O. TREASURER.

BENNY
Sure I remember.

LEAH  
But old Abe Bernstein knew better. 
Good old "Play It Safe" Abe.  

BENNY
Keep your voice down.  Talking about
your own father like that.
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LEAH
He says the same thing himself.  You
should hear.

BENNY
Man's too hard on himself.  

Benny scowls at the stack of Quinlan signs.

BENNY
Hell, not everybody can be the glory
boy.  

LEAH
What's that supposed to mean?

BENNY  
Come off it.  "Big Mike Quinlan for
C.I.O. Treasurer."

LEAH
Jesus.  Here we go again.

BENNY
What for you got all that crap still
lying around the house? 

LEAH
It's not your house.  What do you
care?

BENNY
It's almost a year ago that pisher
lost the election already!

HARRY
Benny - 

BENNY
And then, what's he run off and do? 
Defend the workers, sure - ones from
someplace else.  Guess all of 'em
right here can go screw.  Far as Big
Mike's concerned.

Leah stands up.

LEAH
Get out.

BENNY
Don't worry, toots.  I'm gettin'. 
Don't spend the C-note all in one
place.
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Leah grabs for the money on the table - but Benny opens the
door and EXITS before she can throw it at him.

The hundred still wadded in it, her clenched fist drops
slackly to her side.

HARRY
Do him a favor, Leah.  Keep the money.

LEAH
Why?

HARRY
Ma threw it in his face earlier.  

LEAH
And that's my problem?

HARRY
He just wants it to go for something
good.  Put it in the bank.  Take Abe
on a trip.  Anything.

LEAH
You are some big brother, Harry.

HARRY
Well, you're some...girl.

Leah laughs.

LEAH
Harry?

HARRY
Yeah?

LEAH
Get out.

Harry EXITS into the hallway.

Leah looks out after him for a moment.

She closes the apartment door.
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EXT. OUTSIDE FARMHOUSE NEAR VALENCIA, SPAIN - DAY

The atmosphere shimmers in the dusty heat.  

In a tree's shade, two armed MEN in ragged, mismatched
military-style uniforms lean on a fence.  

They smoke - ignoring muffled SCREAMS from inside a white
stucco farmhouse nearby.

One of the men - named GREKOV - wears spectacles.  Sun glints
off his shaved head.

The OTHER MAN is tall and strongly built, his jaw stubbled.

GREKOV
(with a Russian accent)

Your actions were correct, Comrade
Quinlan.

BIG MIKE QUINLAN says nothing.

GREKOV
The fortifications of the XYZ Line
are all that keeps the fascists from
taking Valencia.  As you know, Comrade
Rios demonstrated an unusual interest
in these fortifications.

QUINLAN
He's a dispatch rider.

GREKOV
Your point, Comrade?

QUINLAN
Man's got to know where to deliver
the mail.

GREKOV
Ah, but this dispatch rider cannot
account for his excessive use of the
people's petrol.  Where has Comrade
Rios been traveling on the people's
motorcycle, I wonder?

A particularly loud SCREAM rises from inside the house -
then stops suddenly.

QUINLAN
And how many scalps is it gonna take
to get you off our asses?
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GREKOV
'Scalps,' Comrade?  I do not
understand.

QUINLAN
What's your quota, Grekov?  How many
uncovered so-called spies to make
the Center happy and let us fight
the Goddamn war?

GREKOV
The struggle can be an ugly thing,
Comrade.  History shows us this.  It
is too bad that some - like Comrade
Rios - waver in their devotion to
their socialist duty.  It is too bad -
but ultimately, inevitable.  There
has been a little wavering on your
part, Comrade.  Yes?

Quinlan tosses his cigarette in the dirt and grinds it out.

Grekov smiles.

GREKOV
But only a little.

The sound of an aircraft engine approaches.  Quinlan squints
into the sun.

QUINLAN
Shit.

A plane appears overhead - a German Messerschmitt Bf-109
fighter, flying for the Fascists. 

Quinlan and Grekov SPRINT for cover as its machine guns OPEN
UP.

Suddenly a BOMB hits the ground behind Quinlan and EXPLODES.  

Concussion and shrapnel HURL HIM FORWARD - dashing him against
the ground.

Quinlan lies there, unconscious and bleeding.

His jacket hangs open - his papers littering the ground -
among them a single photograph.

It's one of Leah.

END OF ACT THREE
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ACT FOUR

INT. SUPERINTENDENT'S BASEMENT APARTMENT, THE ROSENS' TENEMENT
BUILDING - NIGHT

A radio plays in the windowless apartment.  A single bright
lightbulb dangles bare from the ceiling.

Harry sits at a rickety table - using the available light to
sketch on pieces of scratch paper as he smokes.

Also smoking, Benny sits cross-legged on a dingy nearby
mattress and doodles.

HARRY
Nice place the super's got here.

BENNY
'The super.'  Man's got a name, Harry. 
It's Leo.  Leo Schiff.

HARRY
And where might Leo, Leo Schiff, be
this fine evening?

BENNY
On vacation.  Up in the mountains
somewhere.  

HARRY
Sounds aces.  Your pal Leo know we're
down here?

BENNY
'Course he does.  I used the key. 
You saw me.

Harry looks down at what he's sketched - a very Superman-
like character with a cape and a W on his chest.  Above the
drawing are scrawled the words, WONDER MAN.

A second or two later, Harry crumples the drawing - tosses
it away - and starts again on a new piece of paper.

Harry's outline of another muscular, caped figure starts
taking shape as he sketches.

HARRY
So this is where you disappear to.

BENNY
Sure.  Some of the time.

HARRY
You ever get a girl down here?
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BENNY
Some of the time.

HARRY
Leah?

BENNY
What do you care?

HARRY
I don't.

BENNY
You got the hots for her - don't
you?

HARRY
Shut up.

Benny turns over the piece of paper on which he's doodling,
and starts something new - working fast.

BENNY
Cheer up, bubby.  Far as I can tell,
the feeling might just be mutual.

HARRY
What are you blathering about now?

BENNY
"Hi, Harry.  Hi, Benny."

HARRY
Saying hello?  It's what civilized
people do.  No wonder you don't get
it.    

BENNY
It was you she said hello to first,
genius.

HARRY
Yeah.  So what?

BENNY
I was the one addressing her, is so
what.  Still she talks to you first.

HARRY
You're nuts.

BENNY
Maybe so.  Maybe no.
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HARRY
I'm older.  That's all it is.

BENNY
Yeah?  And what about alphabetical
order?  What about the hard-earned
hundred I just showed up out of the
blue and gave her?  Don't that count
for nothing?  Hey.

Harry keeps sketching - not looking up.

HARRY
What?

BENNY
Look.

Harry looks up.

Benny holds up his drawing.  It's a decent likeness of Leah -
which Benny has drawn TOPLESS, in a seductive pose.

A word balloon by her head reads, "TAKE ME, HARRY!"

HARRY
Amateur.

Harry resumes sketching.

SFX:  Music segues to a WNYC news broadcast.

BENNY
What, amateur?

HARRY
You made her tits too big.

Benny peers critically at what he's drawn.

BENNY
You know what?  You're right.

Benny erases - then gives up, crumples the drawing and begins
again on a new piece of paper.

WNYC RADIO ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
Dateline - Chicora, Pennsylvania. 
Meteorite strike!  Just before six
p.m. Friday night, local eyewitnesses
spotted a meteor over parts of eastern
Ohio and western Pennsylvania.  

Harry sketches faster.
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WNYC RADIO ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
The meteor exploded seconds later
over the town of Chicora, shaking
houses and breaking windows.  

Harry's sketches still faster - his pencil zigzagging 
feverishly.

WNYC RADIO ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
Experts state that if the meteor had
entered the Earth's atmosphere at
just a slightly different angle, it
could have obliterated the city of
Pittsburgh.

Benny glances at Harry - watching him work.

BENNY
Well, well.  Ain't you the busy little
beaver over there.

Benny gets up and plops down into the other chair by the
table.  He stares intently at what Harry's drawing.

BENNY
You're getting faster.

HARRY
Got to.

The figure Harry's sketching has his hands shoved out in
front of himself - as if firing some sort of ray blast from
his open palms.

Harry's hand almost flies over the piece of sketch paper.

BENNY  
Competition again?

HARRY
Yeah.

Benny watches Harry draw for a moment - then goes back to 
doodling on his own piece of paper.

BENNY
That Casey schmendrick from the other
time?

HARRY
Yeah.  No.

BENNY
Explain.
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HARRY
Kurtzberg, his name is.  I think. 
Maybe just Kurtz.  Goes by Curtiss
sometimes.  Casey too.

BENNY
Casey, Kurtzberg.  Kurtz, Curtiss. 
What is he, some kinda Irish Jew? 
Wants a drink but won't spend the
money?  

(beat)
That was a joke, Harry.

HARRY
It was funny.

BENNY
Well, that's some straight face you
got.

Benny watches more closely as Harry works.  Bit by bit, the
ray-shooting figure takes on more definition.

BENNY
You're not bad at that, by the way.

HARRY
Thanks.

BENNY
Maybe we should go into business
together.  You and me.

Benny slides his drawing across the table to show Harry.

Harry stops drawing and looks at what Benny's drawn.

It's a reasonable facsimile of the obverse of a ONE-DOLLAR
BILL - with the face of George Washington staring up at Harry
from the rickety table.

HARRY
Shit, Benny.

BENNY
What?

HARRY
You could go to jail for that.
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BENNY
Yeah.

Benny smiles.

BENNY
Or get rich.

INT. HOCKADAY'S BEDROOM - NIGHT

The room is dingy, cramped, dimly-lit.  Tacked to a far wall,
a faded pennant bears a university seal - and the words, U. 
Of North Carolina.

Smoking, sweating in a sleeveless undershirt, Hockaday sits
at a typewriter atop a small writing desk - his fingers poised
stiffly over the keys.

Standing beside the typewriter - an open pint bottle of
whiskey, half-empty.

A desk lamp shines its yellowish light down onto a BLANK
PIECE OF PAPER in the typewriter.

Through the room's open window floats the bellowed midnight
song of a DRUNK.

DRUNK
Just whistle while you work...

The drunk whistles a tune - badly.

DRUNK
...And as you sweep the room, imagine
that the broom is someone that you
love...and you'll find you're dancing
to the tune...

Hockaday finishes off the whiskey and stands up.

EXT. ALLEY - NIGHT

The drunk meanders slowly through the alley, still singing
loudly.

DRUNK
When hearts are high, the time will
fly, so...Whistle while you work.

The drunk starts whistling again - but is cut off when an
empty whiskey bottle HITS HIM IN THE HEAD.

The drunk collapses to the trash-strewn ground.
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Hockaday approaches - his cigarette end flaring in the near-
darkness as he looms over the half-conscious drunk.

Hockaday unbuttons his fly and PISSES all over the drunk.

Then he buttons back up - grinds out his cigarette - and
EXITS the alley.

END OF ACT FOUR
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ACT FIVE

INT. MAJOR LLOYD'S OFFICE - DAY

Lloyd sits at his desk.  Hockaday hovers as they pore over
Harry's boards.

Harry sits in a chair in front of Lloyd's desk, his empty
portfolio case resting on his lap.

They are all smoking.

LLOYD
'Meteor Man.'  

HARRY
Yes, sir.  He, uh, gets his special
powers - 

LLOYD
Super powers.

HARRY
Super powers, yes, sir - he gets
them from this meteorite from outer
space.  You see, it sort of breaks
apart when it hits the ground, and
there's this gas that comes out - 

HOCKADAY
I got that part, Rosen.  

Hockaday points one of Harry's panels out to Lloyd.

HOCKADAY
It's this wafty squiggly business
right here.

LLOYD
Ah, yes.

HOCKADAY
So it's this here meteorite, gives
him his powers?

HARRY
Yeah.

HOCKADAY
Same meteorite you got a picture of -
sewn on the chest of his long johns,
wherever they suddenly came from? 
Right here in the very last panel?
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HARRY
Yeah.

HOCKADAY
Well, then - shouldn't he be
'Meteorite Man?'  Instead of "Meteor
Man?"

HARRY
'Meteor Man' sounds better.

LLOYD
It does indeed.

HOCKADAY
And, let's see...you got him knocking
down a tree - one punch, mind you - 
right...

Hockaday sifts through Harry's boards.

HOCKADAY
...Here.  So we know the boy's super-
strong.

HARRY
Like Superman.

HOCKADAY
Very next page, you got him chasin'
down a speeding car - so we know
he's super-fast to boot.

HARRY
Like Superman.

HOCKADAY
And somewhere else, you got him takin'
a giant leap, up and out of this -
forest, I guess.  These supposed to
be trees, right here?

HARRY
That's right.

HOCKADAY
Fine.  But then, here, you got this
death ray business.  

HARRY
What?

HOCKADAY
This here.  All shooting out his
hands or what-not.
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LLOYD
Must he really have a death ray? 
Death ray.  Superhero. Sounds
somehow...off.

HARRY
Perhaps we could just call it
something else, sir.  

HOCKADAY
For instance?

HARRY
A...cosmic ray.

LLOYD
Ah.  Capital.

HOCKADAY
That's all fine and dandy, Rosen,
but this still needs work.  First
off, you ain't even given this boy
of yours a name.

HARRY
Sure I did.  'Meteor Man.'  That's
his name.

HOCKADAY
Christ, I mean a proper name, son. 
Like, when he's not runnin' around
in his tight pants, Superman is that
Clyde fella.  What's-his-name.  The
newspaper reporter. 

LLOYD
Wears spectacles as a disguise.

HARRY
Okay.  I can make something up.

HOCKADAY
Something that explains why he's
poking around some old fallen meteor,
meteorite, whatever the hell you
call it, in the first Goddamn place.

LLOYD
Bart, Harry - my boys - well done. 
I really must thank you both.

HARRY
For what, sir?
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LLOYD
For this, my boy.  This - process.

Harry shoots a baffled glance up at Hockaday.

LLOYD
Writing.

Standing behind Lloyd, Hockaday meets Harry's glance - and
subtly rolls his eyes.

LLOYD
I used to be something of a dilettante
scribe myself, you know.  

HOCKADAY
In Paris, sir?

LLOYD
Why yes.  It was after the war, of
course.  Who can say with any
certainty...under different
circumstances, perhaps I could've
been Fitzgerald.  

(beat)
No - not Fitzgerald.  Too much the
bellyacher, that one.  Now Hemingway. 
There was a writer.  

Lloyd beams at Harry and Hockaday.

LLOYD
Let us make haste, gentlemen.  The
sugar-sticky coins of a hundred
thousand children await.

INT. NEW FUNNIES BULLPEN - CONTINUOUS

Harry and Hockaday walk and talk.

HOCKADAY
I wanna see them changes by Tuesday.

HARRY
You want me to work over the Fourth?

HOCKADAY
No.  I want you to bust the deadline
and get us in dutch with the
distributor.  Can the boo-hooing and
get it done.

Harry and Hockaday approach Rausch - deep in concentration,
taking no notice of them, as he paints at an easel.
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Hockaday stops behind Rausch.  Harry stops too.

HOCKADAY
In fact, there might be even more
work in it for you, you get it done
nice and quick-like.  We're gonna
need another "Jet Jones" for next
month.

HARRY
I thought you had Kurtzberg on that.

Hockaday exhales cigarette smoke.

HOCKADAY
Not if you get it to me first.

HARRY
I don't get it.

HOCKADAY
What's to get?  Rank has its
privileges.  Me being the one with
said rank, it just so happens I got
me the privilege of hiring you -
instead of that sneaky little gutter
kike. 

HARRY
No offense intended, I'm sure.

HOCKADAY
Aw, cry me a river.  Him and his
bullshit noms de plume. Y'all two
are apples and oranges - you're a
different kind of animal, Rosen. 
Don't act like you don't know it.  

HARRY
Am I supposed to say thank you?

HOCKADAY
You might consider it.  And by the
way - come up with some better bad
guys for ol' M.M., while you're at
it.  

HARRY
What for?

HOCKADAY
Number one, 'cause I'm your boss,
and it wouldn't hurt you none to
humor me once in a great Goddamn
while.  
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HARRY
And number two?

HOCKADAY
Number two, the kiddies want
excitement, Rosen.  Suspense.  Is
your boy gonna triumph over evil? 
Or is he gonna not?  I shouldn't
have to tell you, that's what you
want 'em wondering.  And there ain't
no suspense in fighting run-of-the-
mill gangster types.  Not for your
Meteor Man with his death ray.  Cosmic
ray.  What-not.  

Hockaday cuts a glance in Rausch's direction - and raises
his voice.

HOCKADAY
Nor with no silly-assed rocket ship
neither, for that matter.

Suddenly, Rausch stands up from his easel.  With a glare of
pure rage at Hockaday, he storms out of the bullpen - SLAMMING
the door to the reception area as he exits.

HARRY
What's wrong with him?

HOCKADAY
Plenty.  This particular occasion,
it's 'cause I had the almighty gall
to tell him he done painted a Goddamn
rocket all crooked-like.  

HARRY
I thought he was on deadline.

HOCKADAY
Don't worry.  He'll be back.  

HARRY
You sure about that?

HOCKADAY
Sure I'm sure.  I ain't paid him
yet.
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EXT. EAST 86TH STREET SIDEWALK - NIGHT

It's still raining as Rausch walks stiffly through crowds in
Yorkville, a German neighborhood on Manhattan's Upper East
Side, and arrives at a bar called Maxi's.  He ENTERS.

INT. MAXI'S BAR - CONTINUOUS

Maxi's is dark, smoky - a cross between a German beer cellar
and a hunting lodge. 

Patrons sing along with an oom-pah band as Rausch makes his
way through the crowd.

Suddenly, a hand clasps his shoulder.

ZAHN
Cousin Johann!

KARL ZAHN is younger than Rausch, blonde, blue-eyed and burly,
but with a layer of beer fat.  He is perspiring, a cigarette
dangling from his lips.  

He gestures at two vacant bar stools.

Rausch and Zahn sit - the music and singing so loud they
have to raise their voices to make themselves heard.

RAUSCH
Next time, we drink somewhere else.

ZAHN
What?

RAUSCH
Next time - somewhere else.

ZAHN
Why?

RAUSCH
It is too loud.  It is too crowded.

Rausch spots a buxom blonde BARMAID in old Bavarian costume. 
She is laughing - as a customer slaps her bottom to the tune
of the oom-pah music, his friends clapping in synch.  

Spilled beer flies everywhere.

RAUSCH
And it is too stupid.

The band finishes playing as the other patrons cheer.
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ZAHN
Jeez, Johann.  Lighten up.

Zahn gives a barmaid a two-fingered wave, ordering beers, as
the noise level gradually drops.

ZAHN
Must have been some day you had.

RAUSCH
It was quite ordinary.

ZAHN
Offices, I don't know how anyone
stands 'em.  All cooped up, day in,
day out.  Hell, factory's bad enough.

RAUSCH
It does not matter.  When I have
enough money saved, then I can begin
again my studies.  One day, I will
be architect here.  Just as I was in
Germany.

Their beers arrive.

ZAHN
Well, here's to saving up.  Drinks
are on me.

RAUSCH
Thank you, Hank.

Zahn raises his beer in a toast.

ZAHN
Prost.

RAUSCH
Prost.

They drink.

RAUSCH
Karl, do you know - architect is one
part artist?  Such is how they call
me at work.

ZAHN
Sure they do.  What with all them
magazine covers you paint.

RAUSCH
The damsels in distress.  The hard-
boiled detectives.  The evil Chinamen.
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ZAHN
I love those.

RAUSCH
And now - now, they wish to see...men
throwing automobiles.

ZAHN
Men throwing what?

RAUSCH
And, bouncing from a man's chest -
bullets. 

(beat)
I am architect, Karl.  One part artist -
okay.  But architect is not just
artist.  I am also one part scientist. 
When I paint rocket ships - this was
fantasy, yes.  But it is fantasy
born of science.  Here, at least, is
something.  Some - logic, yes?  

ZAHN
Couldn't agree more, buddy.

RAUSCH
But this man - this human man, who
throws a Packard like a toy? 
Idiotisch.

Rausch drinks his beer.  

ZAHN
Cheer up, Johann.

RAUSCH
I would like very much to do so.

ZAHN
Well, that's great!  'Cause in my
humble opinion, all you need's a
little fresh air.

RAUSCH
Perhaps you are right.

ZAHN
'Perhaps,' my ass.  When's the last
time you got out of the city?
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RAUSCH
I do not remember.

ZAHN
City can get to you, buddy.  Gets to
us all.  Cheek by jowl with some of
the trash we got around here.  Say. 
Fourth of July's comin' up.  There's
a spread I know out on Long Island. 
There'll be fireworks, a picnic.  

RAUSCH
That sounds very nice.

ZAHN
And girls.  Did I mention the girls?

RAUSCH
Yes, Karl.  Twice now.

ZAHN
Swell.  It's the station up the
street.  Be there, morning of the
Fourth, ten o'clock sharp.  You want
the holiday special out to Yaphank. 
Say it back to me, cousin.  So I
know you got it.  Yap-hank.  Like
the big yap I won't shut, plus my
name.

RAUSCH
Yap...hank.

ZAHN
Perfect!

Zahn puts some money on the bar in front of Rausch.

ZAHN
Ticket's my treat.

RAUSCH
Thank you, cousin.
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EXT. FOURTH OF JULY PARADE, MANHATTAN - DAY

A parade proceeds down Fifth Avenue as patriotic music plays.

Leah Bernstein walks beside NATE WEXLER - fifties,
professorial in spectacles, with an unruly Trotsky-style
mustache and goatee.

She and Wexler hold up their section of a banner that reads: 
INTERNATIONAL TYPOGRAPHICAL UNION - ABRAHAM LINCOLN BRIGADE -
LIBERTY IN SPAIN.

Other marchers wear pieces of Spanish Republican or First
World War uniforms.  

One, scarred and limping, wears an EYEPATCH.

From the sidewalks, HECKLERS start to boo and jeer.

HECKLER #1
Red bastards!

HECKLER #2
Go back to Russia!

Leah shakes her fist and screams back.

LEAH
Drop dead, you fascist sons of
bitches!

More boos rise from crowds on either side of the street.  

WEXLER
Leah, we're not here for a fight
today.

LEAH
Some of these pigs are.

WEXLER
And if we're stupid enough to give
them what they want, it's these pigs
who win.

LEAH
Christ, Nate.  You sound like my
father.
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WEXLER
You need to forget all this. 
Everything they're screaming now.  

LEAH
Easier said than done.

WEXLER
It's up to us to be better than them. 
That's how we show them - how we
teach them - that not every war's
like the last war.  That not every
veteran's a capitalist dupe.  That
some soldiers have something worth
fighting for.  You understand, Leah?

LEAH
Of course I understand.

WEXLER
I'm sorry there's been no word...about
Mike.

LEAH
It's all right.  

(beat)
And you're right, too.  We do have
to be better.  If we're ever really
going to accomplish anything, we
have to be - better.  Not just better
than them.  Better than ourselves.  

Suddenly, a rotten TOMATO flies into the marchers' midst.

It HITS the scarred, limping veteran near Leah - SPLATTERING
over his EYEPATCH.

Leah starts tearing up as the man struggles to wipe the mess
from his face, his comrades helping him along, cursing at
the hecklers.

LEAH
God damn them.  God damn them.

WEXLER
Calm yourself, Comrade.  Our time
will come.

END OF ACT FIVE
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ACT SIX

INT. LIVING ROOM, ROSENS' TENEMENT APARTMENT - DAY

MIRIAM
Harry?  Are you ready yet?

Miriam pauses by the front door - stylishly dressed for a
beach holiday, a large handbag slung over her shoulder - as
Harry looks up.

HARRY
Ma, I told you I can't go.  Remember?

Harry sits by a window opening onto a back alley strung with
laundry-draped clotheslines, the white bedsheets backlit
with early-morning sunshine.

Already perspiring, Harry has a Bristol board balanced on
his lap, pencils and other drawing tools laid out on the
coffee table as he drains his cup of coffee.

MIRIAM
Not going?  Mr. Lorrillard invites
us to the beach - his treat?  And
you'd rather spend Fourth of July
cooped up in this apartment?

HARRY
I wouldn't rather.  I got to.  

Miriam eyes Harry's Bristol board and drawing supplies.

MIRIAM
Those comic strips of yours?  Phooey. 
Mr. Lorrillard wants to meet you,
too.  Actually he said he wants to
meet you and your brother, but you I
know won't embarrass me in front of
my boss.

HARRY
It's work, Ma.

Miriam sets her bag down.

MIRIAM
All right.  I'm not going.

Miriam disappears down the hallway toward the bedroom.

HARRY
Come on, Ma.
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MIRIAM (O.S.)
Is that a raised voice?  Indoors?

Miriam RE-ENTERS the living room.

MIRIAM
So hard your father tried to teach
you boys a little culture.

HARRY
Ma, please.  You never go anywhere. 
Go.  Enjoy yourself.  I'll be fine.

MIRIAM
We're out of milk.

HARRY
So I'll get some later.

Miriam crosses the room to Harry.  

She reaches down and touches his cheek.

MIRIAM
I'll just be a couple hours.

HARRY
Be as many hours as you want.

Miriam leans down and kisses Harry on the cheek.  

She smiles at her son - then heads for the door.

HARRY
Have fun, Ma.

Miriam turns back toward Harry.

MIRIAM
I'll tell Mr. Lorrillard you're
studying.  City College starts in
the fall. 

Miriam EXITS and closes the door.

Harry sighs - switches on the radio - and lights a cigarette.

He grabs a piece of scratch paper off the coffee table.

At the top, he scrawls: BAD GUY IDEAS. He underlines the
words forcefully.

He sits by the window.
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He taps the end of his pencil against his Bristol board in
time to the music.

He WRITES NOTHING.

Neighborhood noises float in the open window.

Harry stares up at the ceiling, smoking.

He gazes around the room - finally catching sight of a clock.

The clock TICKS.

EXT. LAKESIDE HOLIDAY CAMP, YAPHANK, LONG ISLAND - NIGHT

Rausch stands alone in a clump of trees, staring across the
lake, smoking.  

People gather around two bare flagpoles on a sandy stretch
of shore.

Zahn approaches, holding a beer as he blunders through the
trees - slurring his words, obviously drunk, as he calls out
to Rausch.

ZAHN
Johann!  There you are!

RAUSCH
Yes.  Here I am.

ZAHN
Some crowd, huh?  When'd you get
here?  I been looking for you since
this morning.

Zahn burps.

ZAHN
Jeez.  I don't think I can finish
this.

Zahn hands his beer to Rausch.  

With visible reluctance, Rausch takes it and drinks.

ZAHN
Hey.  Don't let me forget.  Ran into
someone earlier.  Gretchen.  Secretary
at Sperry Gyroscope.  You'd like
her.
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RAUSCH
Perhaps.

ZAHN
'Perhaps' again.

RAUSCH
Yes.  When things are uncertain -
perhaps. 

ZAHN
Screw 'perhaps.'  I don't get you
cousin.

RAUSCH
Am I really so mysterious?

ZAHN
Hell yes, you are.  I mean, you gotta
be lonesome.  No wife.  No kids. 
Most of your family back in the old
country.  And this Gretchen, she's a
swell girl.  Pretty.  Sweet.  Erna
even says she's a good cook.

FIREWORKS pop over the lake against the darkening sky.

ZAHN
Maybe you're just too brainy for me. 
Too artistic.  Too something. 

Rausch opens his mouth to reply - but he's cut off by the
sound of a band, not yet visible, but approaching down a
nearby forested path, playing The Star-Spangled Banner.

Zahn whips off his hat while Rausch looks down at the shore.  

THE AMERICAN FLAG rises up one of the flagpoles to the
gathered crowd's applause.  

FIREWORKS ERUPT overhead.

The marching band gets closer - emerging into view.  

The band members all wear the NAZI-STYLE UNIFORM of the German-
American Bund as they march toward the flagpoles.
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At the flagpoles, the band finishes The Star-Spangled Banner -
and strikes up THE HORST WESSEL LIED, a Nazi marching song.

ZAHN
Maybe I just don't understand whatever
it is you want.

A NAZI SWASTIKA FLAG rises up the second flagpole.  

The crowd CHEERS.  

Rausch stares up, both his face and the two flags - Old Glory
and the Swastika - lit by a climax of fireworks.

INT. LIVING ROOM, ROSENS' TENEMENT APARTMENT - NIGHT

A table lamp throws soft light on Harry's Bristol board, the
tip of his pencil moving quickly as he puts the finishing
touches on a Swastika armband.

Neighborhood night noises sound in the distance as Harry
sits in the same spot by the window, smoking as he sketches
the final panel on his last board.

The panel depicts METEOR MAN PUNCHING the swastika armband's
wearer - a wearer easily recognizable as ADOLF HITLER.

Harry puts down his pencil.

END OF ACT SIX

FADE OUT.
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